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Air Jet Loom Features Substantially Reduced Air Volume

Helping Our Customers Reach Their Energy
Conservation Objectives: Air Jet Loom (JAT610) 
and Roving Frames (FL16, FL100)

Development and Design

Textile machinery manufacturing was the first line of business undertaken 

by the Company after its founding. Throughout more than 70 years of 

history, our division has contributed to the development of the textile 

industry. While pursuing the goal of making textile machinery that offers 

high productivity and quality, we have been a leader in offering a broad 

range of equipment from yarn spinning to weaving machinery. 

Our products—including the highly acclaimed Air Jet Loom, which has 

the top share of world markets, and mainstay ring spinning frame—have 

won a strong reputation among customers around the world.

Just as for other types of machinery, the need is 

growing every year for environment-friendly textile 

machinery that makes yarn and weaves cloth while 

conserving energy and emitting little vibration 

or noise.

Our Textile Machinery Division has structured 

environment-friendly production processes that 

begin with the selection of raw materials used in its 

products and is exerting its utmost efforts to offer 

products that meet the environmental requirements 

of its customers. 

In our air jet looms, the weft, or threads that run crosswise, are 
blown by a jet of air and woven through the warp, or lengthwise 
threads, to make cloth. In the JAT610 model, a main nozzle and 25 
subnozzles shoot compressed air in intermittent, predetermined 
intervals. If the volume of air from these nozzles is reduced, it is 
possible to reduce compressor power consumption and thus 
conserve energy in textile plants. In the JAT610 model, we 
optimized the configuration of the 
nozzles at the design stage to 
reduce the loss of air and 
shortened the timespan of the air 
sprays to the very minimum 
required. This led to a 20% to 
30% reduction in the volume of 
air used compared with previous 
methods. 

Roving Frame Achieves Dramatic Reduction 
in Electric Power Consumption
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The roving frame produces a rough yarn from rope-shaped cotton 
fibers, known as slivers, in the stage prior to yarn spinning. Our 
FL16 and FL100 are equipped with cleaning devices that eliminate 
the cotton waste and tailings (leftover fibers) that are by-products 
of the process of drafting slivers. 
By changing this by-product 
eliminating method from one 
using air to a mechanical 
method, we have been able to 
reduce the electric power 
consumption per machine by 
approximately 30%, or 18,360 
KWH, on an annual basis. 
Converted to a CO2 equivalent, 
this means a reduction of 3.3 
tons of such emissions annually. 

�Main nozzle portion

� JAT610 Air Jet Loom

�Assembly line for air jet looms
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� RX240 Ring Spinning Frame

FL100 Roving Frame �

�Cleaning unit
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Improvement in Productivity through the Optimization
of Production Area for Air Jet and Water Jet Looms

Production

We have integrated the production of water jet looms (after 
obtaining the operating rights in April 1999) into the Kariya Plant. We 
took this opportunity to optimize the layout of the plant and make 
improvements in parts procurement. As a result, we doubled the 
usage efficiency of plant space, thus making it possible to produce 
water jet looms without increasing the size of the plant. This accom-
plishment also contributed to energy and resource conservation.

Greater Energy Conservation through the Introduction 
of Co-Generation Systems

We are making the transition to energy sources that have low CO2 
emissions with regard for energy conservation and have therefore 
introduced co-generation systems. Our division introduced a co-
generation system in July 1993 and has been able to reduce annual 
CO2 emissions by 800 tons. 

Note: Co-generation systems were also introduced in the Nagakusa Plant 
in 1997 and in the Hekinan and Takahama plants in 1998, resulting in a 
Companywide reduction in annual CO2 emissions of 5,100 tons.

Increased Resource Conservation 
through Changes in Packaging Methods

Distribution and Recycling

Spinning machines and looms are precision equipment and quite 
heavy, thus requiring strong packaging. However, we have been 
able to reduce the amount of lumber, paperboard, vinyl, and other 
materials used in packaging while ensuring product quality on arrival 
by closely analyzing the routes and modes of transportation to be 
used to export destinations and carefully choosing optimal materials. 

For example, the cheese stand part of the air jet looms (the 
precision component that handles the weft) was formerly completely 
covered in vinyl and protected in a large wooden box. However, 
after confirming the transportation routes and loading as well as 
unloading and other conditions, we were able to reduce the amount 
of lumber and vinyl used by 30%. In addition, for roving frames we 
shifted from lumber packing to general purpose, returnable trans-
portation pallets. This resulted in a 
30% savings in lumber and enabled 
recycling. 

� Production line for water jet looms

� Co-generator for electric power

� Packing of the cheese stand component of an air jet loom

� Improved packaging for roving frame parts�Previously employed packing for roving frame parts


